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Basic information about  
 

quick steam generators/boilers 
 

“System GEKA Heat Technology Gottfried Kneifel” 
 
 
 
1. Definition 
 
The term „quick steam generator or boiler“ is used in the TRD 001, point 4.4 (technical 
rules for pressure vessels) for steam generators in accordance with the once-through 
system. These boilers are described in the TRD 401, point 2.1 as pass through 
steam generators. 
 
Due to the construction pass through steam generators do not have a defined water 
level.  
 
Groups acc. TRD – technical rules for pressure vessels: 
group I steam generators with max. 10 l water content 

(DE-Z 50) 
group III steam generators with max. 50 l water content 
  DE-Z 150 up to DE-Z 600, DE-ZUK 100) 
group IV a. steam generators with max. 150 l water content 
      (DE-Z 800 and DE-Z 1100, DE-ZUK 150 and DE-ZUK 340) 
  b. steam generators with max. 350 l water content 
      (DE-Z 1500 and DE-Z 1750, DE-ZUK 550) 
  c. steam generators with water content over 350 l 
      (SDE-Z 2300, SDE-Z 2600, SDE-Z/2-4000, SDE-Z/2-6000,  

    SDE-Z/2-8000 and DE-ZUK 750) 
 
Conformity Assessment Procedure acc. PED 97/23/EC: 
Cat. I and II with EC-design examination or type examination, Cat. III and IV with  
EC-type examination. 
Choice of modules acc. annex II PED 97/23/EC 
 
Equipment, Installation and Running of Steam Generators: 
EC: see national rules acc. PED 97/23/EC 
Overseas: acc. TRD or national law. 
Our offers for standard boilers include at least the equipment demanded by TRD.  
Further equipment on request. 
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2. Construction 
 
A. System Benson 
The quick steam generators system GEKA heat technology type DE-Z and SDE-Z are 
single tube once-through boilers. 
These boilers consist of a furnace built by tube cylinders. In this tube cylinder the 
burner - fuel oil, natural gas or dual fuel burners with fast automatic control – can be 
operated without direct contact to the furnace. After this 1st pass there’s a 2nd and 3rd 
pass – the convection heating surfaces – consisting of a second tube cylinder 
mounted coaxial to the furnace tube cylinder. The convection tubes are built in series.  
The water is pumped in the entrance of the tube system and then almost entirely 
evaporated until the exit of the tube system.  
 
This system is called Benson boiler and was already patent pending in 1904  
(torpedo boat boiler).  
The first GEKA (Gottfried Kneifel) quick steam generator type SDE-150 was 
manufactured in 1957 in Berlin and then running in a dry cleaner’s for more than  
35 years. 
By that time only two American import boilers were available on the German market: 
Vapor boilers - consisting of only 2 coaxial cylinders - and Clayton boilers. 
Clayton boilers are no once-through boilers but forced circulation boilers  
(La Mont/Velox system – see B.) but also with a single tube system with 5 times water 
circulation and equipped with a separate steam drum. 
The same time the first Kärcher steam generators with a capacity of 150 up to 800 
kg/h came on the German market. There the evaporating system also consists of  
2 coaxial tube cylinders. 
The small tube sizes of this Kärcher-types, the Vapor and the Clayton boilers lead to 
furnace load two or three times higher than the GEKA boilers. 
Under these preconditions the allowed flue gas emissions of the EC couldn’t be 
reached. Due to the construction especially the CO-emissions were too high. 
For these reasons Kärcher stopped the production. 
 
B. System La Mont/Velox 
Our quick steam generators type DE-ZUK were engineered from the types DE-Z and 
SDE-Z. They are constructed according to the forced circulation system.  
This kind of boilers need circulation pumps and the system is connected non-lockable 
with the steam drum. Both tube cylinders are flowed from the top to the bottom 
therefore the system can be operated in emergency service even in case of 
malfunction of the circulation pumps. The La Mont system can’t reach unsteady flow. 
These types of quick steam generators are only suitable for hermetically closed 
condensate systems up to an operational pressure of max. 10 bars (190°C). 
 
The advantage is the hermetically closed system – no feedwater treatment is needed. 
The system is imposed with nitrogen as inert gas therefore the feedwater does not 
need further chemical dosing. 
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This type of quick steam generator is especially suitable for heating single heat 
consumers in a hot water circulation system (see types RDE). 
 
 
Heat Load 
The furnace of our types DE-Z, SDE-Z and DE-ZUK is built by the tube cylinders. 
 
The average heat load of our quick steam generators is less than 100 kW/m². 
 
- The diameter of the furnace is approx. 2 x larger than the largest flame diameter 
- The length of the furnace is 10% larger than the length of the flame. 
- The average load of the heating surface is approx. 25-26 kW/m². 
 
The inner heat transmission coefficient of once-through boilers and forced circulation 
boilers depends on the flow rate of the fluid (water, hot water, water vapor or steam). 
To reach a high inner heat transmission coefficient αi the diameter of the tube should 
be as small as possible. On the other hand the flow resistance raises with the flow 
speed to the second power. In addition to that the length of the tube cylinder depends 
on the heating surface and the steam capacity. So the flow resistance raises from  
1 to 2 bars (type DE-Z 50) up to 25 – 30 bars in larger quick steam generators (type 
SDE-Z 2600, SDE-Z/2-4000 and –8000). 
The tube wall temperature excursion in a quick steam generator at steady-state 
operation level is significant lower than in large water-tube boilers. 
 
For our quick steam generators we found the following flow rates at 10 bars  
working pressure: 
 
water     0,7 to 1,4 m/sec. 
water vapour (x = 0,5)  35 m/sec. 
steam (x = 0,95)   70 to 80 m/sec. 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Pure Steam or Clean Steam Generators 
 
Due to the regulations of the new DIN EN 285 the demand for clean steam  
generators raises significant. 
Our clean steam generators type RDE are indirectly heated heat exchanger 
supplied by primary steam or hot water. 
For primary circuit we recommend our quick steam generators with hermetically 
closed condensate or hot water system. 
The tube bundle and the case of pure steam generators are manufactured from high-
quality stainless steel. 
For more information please see our product information type RDE. 
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4. operating status 
 
Steady State Flow Status 
At steady flow status the amount of feedwater is vaporized at the same time and lead 
out at the steam exit as mass flow with same size. 
 
Unsteady Flow Status 
Before starting the burner the entire tube system of the quick steam generator is filled 
with water. The flow speed ensures the cooling of the evaporating tube system. 
Therefore the unsteady flow status is not problematic in our single tube once-through 
boilers type DE-Z and SDE-Z. In forced circulation boilers type DE-ZUK there’s 
unsteady flow status possible because both tube cylinders are flowed from the top to 
the bottom. 
 
After an automatic stop of the quick steam generator it must be ensured that the 
steady state flow status is reached again before automatic restart by a short lead time 
of the pumps. The steady status is reached again within 2-3 sec. by smaller quick 
steam generators with a tube length up to 100 m. For larger steam generators (type 
DE-Z 800 and larger sizes) a flow control is installed. 
 
When operating the quick steam generator in vertical design parallel to a steam 
system or two vertical quick steam generators parallel, the first boiler could be 
operated with a closed return valve in stand-by circuit until the second quick steam 
generator reaches it’s working pressure. But in that case the flow at the evaporating 
area tends to 0 and a local overheating of the tube wall could take place. Within 30  
to 50 sec. tube wall temperatures up to 500 or 600 °C could be reached. At this 
temperature catalytic-thermal cracking of the water steam already happens. 
In this overheating areas perforations due to oxygen inducted corrosion were found. 
We therefore manufacture larger quick steam generators only in horizontal design 
because condensing water remains in each single tube bend. When restarting the 
system the steady state flow status is reached within short time. 
 
 
 
5. Automatic control 
 
Automatic control is effected by steam pressure switch. Except type DE-Z 50 all our 
quick steam generators are 2-stage controlled. Controlling is made by rate 40:60%. 
 
Safety Devices (see also P+I diagrams): 

1. flue gas thermostat  
2. steam thermostat with PT 100 
3. electronic steam temperature limiter with contact and PT 100 
4. flow control on water in AND steam out line (see flow control above) 
5. pressure limiter 
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The flue gas thermostat is a reliable device against dry-running because the flue gas 
temperature raises spontaneously in case there's no water in the evaporating tubes. 
 
Flow Control 
The volume of the steam is measured by a metering orifice accordingly DIN EN ISO 
5167 with a differential pressure manometer. 
 
In case of low flow volume (low differential pressure) the burner will be automatically 
switched of. During this process the feedwater pump is operated with max. rpm. 
After the selected time of e. g. 2 to 3 min. the burner starts again. In case the steam 
volume flow isn't reached within the next 30 to 60 sec. the cycle starts again. 
This process continues 3 times, in case of further lack of steam volume flow the quick 
steam generator is stopped automatically. 
 
 
 
6. Accessories
 
The accessories are usually delivered in module design, ready for operation. 
The necessary components are mounted on one or two frames ready for operation - 
on customer's demand and considering the given space at site. The modules are 
equipped with inner tubing and wiring. This means lower cost for mounting and 
installation at site. 
 
Main demands on manufacturing and choice of equipment: 
- easy operation and mounting 
- possibility of combining modules 
- easy maintenance and repair 
 
6.1 Water Steam Separator, Steam Accumulators and Blow-Down Vessel 
Due to the construction the forced circulation quick steam generator (system Benson) 
is producing saturated steam with a humidity of 2 to 7%. 
In this remaining humidity there is concentrated remaining salt from the water 
treatment and remaining ingredients of the chemical dosing unit. 
 
Depending on the given status of operation it has to be decided how to drain this 
water: 
When starting the boiler the drain water should be dumped. The drain valve should be 
opened until a temperature of 40 to 50°C will be reached to dump the water into the 
sewage system. At higher temperatures an automatic draining is effected by a blow-
down vessel (water-steam separator). 
Normally this drain water could be passed to the feedwater or condensate tank 
because it contains important chemicals from the dosing unit that should be saved. 
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In case of high dissolved solid content of the feedwater (high hardness of untreated 
water) the drain water could be treated in 2 ways: 
- drain water will be passed through a condensate heat exchanger for heating  
  purposes 
- drain water will be passed though a blow-down vessel (water steam separator) 
  and mixed with cold fresh water before dumping in the sewage system at 40°C.  
 
The water steam separator also can be constructed as larger vessel for steam 
accumulation in case of fluctuating steam demand or to cover highest consumption of 
steam. When starting the system the (descending) steam accumulator is filled with 
water by the feedwater pump of the steam generator. The steam produced by the 
steam generator then will be injected into the steam accumulator to heat up the 
system to working temperature and pressure. 
 
The blow-down vessel consists of a cylindric casing with an overrun towards the 
sewage and an injector for the cold fresh water. The vessel also can be equipped with 
automatic controlling devices (thermostat and magnetic valve for fresh water). 
 
 
6.2 Feedwater and Condensate Tanks/Deaerators 
The feedwater and condensate tanks for our quick steam generators are made from 
stainless steel 1.4301. The water level is controlled by electrodes with up to 5 possible 
switches. This enables to choose the water level in the feedwater tank.  
In case of high life-steam demand the feedwater tank is filled with water up to a high 
level, in case of high condensate return the fresh feedwater is filled in at the lowest 
level allowed. 
 
HSK has improved the deaeration of the feedwater on the highest level by using  
jet-steam injectors. This jet-steam injector is mixing the feedwater in the tank in a 
very fast way, so that each water molecule is heated up to 85 - 90°C. This process 
deaerates the non-condensable parts of the gas like oxygen and carbon dioxide. 
This process is also called stripping. 
This stripping ensures deaerated feedwater within minutes after starting the quick 
steam generator. 
 
This system of degassing where the feedwater tank is constructed for unpressurized 
status is equally good as the system of pressure degassing. At 85°C there's less than 
0,1 mg remaining oxygen.  
In addition the unpressurized degassing has higher efficiency from the economical 
and energetic point of view. 
 
In case of higher condensate temperatures than 90°C the feedwater has to be cooled 
down to prevent the water boiling up in the tank and to protect the ceramic pistons of 
the feedwater pumps.  
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In smaller units a cooling grill has to be installed. Cooling down is effected with raw 
water. 
For middle size units we recommend a condensate heat exchanger, mounted in 
the pressure line from the feedwater pump to the quick steam generator. 
In large systems we recommend installation of a separate condensate tank where 
the treated feedwater from the Na-cation exchanger is passed into. From there the 
treated feedwater and condensate is pumped into the feedwater tank/deaerator. 
 
 
6.3 Feedwater Treatment 
For feedwater treatment we recommend Na-cation exchanger in single or double 
units. To save costs and for easy operation and maintenance we prefer manual 
operated Na-cation exchangers for smaller units. On the other hand the manual 
system requires permanent maintenance and daily control. 
For larger units we recommend automatic operated double Na-cation exchangers. 
with hardness sensor. 
 
The Na-cation exchanger softens the water to 0,1°dH. The chemical dosing unit has 
an additional effect of softening the water. 
 
Since introducing the fully automatic operated Na-cation exchangers damage of the 
tube system by boiler scale is no longer a problem. 
 
For operation of the cation exchanger a sufficient pressure of the raw water is 
essential. The raw water also has to be clean and free of suspended matters. 
 
For operation of once-through boilers (system Benson) - also with hard raw water - 
no demineralized water is needed, except high steam quality is required. No further 
reducing or leading is taking place than the produced steam contains at 5% remaining 
humidity. Regarding forced circulation boilers (system La Mont/Velox) the 
operating conditions are vice versa. 
 
In case of high demands on the steam quality (salt content 20 to 40 µS) a reverse 
osmosis unit for producing demineralized water has to be installed. 
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6.4 Chemical Dosing Unit 
The treated feedwater is slightly subacid (pH < 7). For operation of quick steam 
generators the feedwater should not have less than pH 10 or 11. For correction 
solvent water with trisodium phosphate (T.S.P.) has to be added  
(ca. 30-50 mg/m³ raw water). 
Except alkalinization the T.S.P. has the important function to cover the steel of the 
inner tubes with iron phosphate to get resistant against oxygen induced corrosion. 
Further softening of the feedwater is an additional effect. 
 
The dosing pump is operated by a float switch timer regulating the amount of incoming 
water. In larger units the dosing pump is controlled by a water meter with pulsor. 
 
 
6.5 Firing/Heating of Boiler 
Steam generators have to be operated with burners with fast automatic control. 
Therefore only fuel oil, natural gas or dual fuel burners are suitable. 
Our steam generators are normally equipped with Weishaupt burners. 
On customer's demand we can offer suitable burners of other manufacturers. 

 
 
 
 
 

For more information on our products and service please 
go to our homepages 

 
www.quicksteamgenerators.com 
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